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Welcome to OrderConnect!

February 2014

Welcome to OrderConnect

The purpose of this document is to provide information on the standard reports that are included as
part of the Prescribers Desktop for OrderConnect. OrderConnect contains a number of real-time
reports designed to assist in managing workflow, improve organizational efficiency, support quality
improvement efforts and provide security. Data in these reports is derived from prescribing events
and user action within OrderConnect. Aside from the report criteria options set forth in each of the
reports, it is not possible to customize or alter the basis for these reports.

Included in this guide are descriptions of the reports that are accessed via the Standard Reports
section of the OrderConnect application, as well as possible uses for the reports. All registered, active
OrderConnect users with caseload access assigned will have access to the reports.

Please contact your facility administrator or OrderConnect Member Services for assistance if there is a
report detailed in this document to which you or your facility does not have access.

Contact Member Support with any
questions or concerns at (888) 227-6130.
Or you can e-mail us at
OrderConnectsupport@ntst.com .
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DAILY OPERATIONS
Caseload Report

The Caseload Report allows facilities to identify which patients have been assigned to the
caseload of each of their prescribers.
Possible application for use:
If a facility has decided to assign caseloads to their prescriber and staff, running this report can
quickly identify a treatment team for a patient or group of patients. If client record access is
being restricted by caseload, the facility can easily tell if a patient has been assigned to an
individual caseload.
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Clozapine Pharmacy Report

The Clozapine Pharmacy Report is a refill form that facilities and offices can use for patients who
are on clozapine and get regular refills of it. Because pharmacies require lab values to be
included at the time of refills, the form not only includes the prescription information, but it also
includes a space where the practitioner can write in WBC values and the date that the blood was
drawn. The pages of the report are separated by pharmacy name thus making faxing the forms to
the pharmacies easier.

Possible application for use:
Many agencies and offices have a “clozapine clinic” where patients come on a given day to get
their blood drawn in order to get their refills. Practitioners thus need to order numerous refills
from the pharmacies. Thus, after the clinic, practitioners can pull up the report for a given refill
period, fill in the lab values and dates and fax the forms to the pharmacies. Because most all of
the pertinent information is already contained on the form, it eliminates needless time in filling
out individual forms for each patient and calling them into the pharmacies.
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Current Med Orders by Patient

The Current Medication Orders by Patient is designed as a quick way to access an individual
patient’s current medications as well as viewing the most recent prescribing events that have taken
place. By accessing this report, users save the time of going into the main OrderConnect application
and pulling up the patient’s record. However, if the user is already in the application, he/she can print
this report by clicking on the printer icon that appears on the Current Medication Profile screen to the
right of the page title.

NOTE: This report is also available by clicking the printer icon directly above the Current
Medications listing on the Rx Profile (Current Medication Profile) in the OrderConnect client record.
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Individual Medication Profile

This report shows a history of a specified patient’s medication regimen. This report is equivalent
to the “Rx History” page within the OrderConnect application. By clicking on the name of each
medication in this report, users can read any comments that providers have documented with
regards to the medication (i.e., efficacy, side effects, etc.).
Possible applications of the report:
On-call prescribers who get paged at home with a medication order request can view a patient’s
medication history via their home computer. This, in turn, allows prescribers to make better clinical
decisions with regards to medication management by not having to rely on memory recall.
Providers and office staff can review a patient’s medication history without the cumbersome task of
locating a patient’s chart.
Providers and office staff can print copies of the reports to include in patient medical records, thus
replacing the onerous process of maintaining ongoing medication lists. This report can be a useful
addendum to a discharge summary, as well as to summarize the course of medication treatment for other
providers involved in the patient’s care and treatment. This type of summary can also be a useful
addendum to treatment plan review summaries and can be very useful at the point of intake to be able to
review prior medication treatment history.
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List of Patients with Active Orders by Prescriber

This report lists all patients with active medication orders (i.e., those that have not expired) for a
specified provider or for a specified primary prescriber. A report such as this can be a convenient
summary of a prescriber’s active treatment caseload. When compared with something like a “patients on
the books roster”, it can help differentiate the group of patients currently receiving active treatment from
the group that, for whatever reason, may have interrupted treatment.
Possible application of the report:
This report can be used as a practitioner’s caseload report in private practices and medication clinics and
offices. The report can alert physicians and office staff to which patients have active medications in the
OrderConnect application.
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Medication Administration Record

The Medication Administration Record (MAR) is actually a form that facilities can print and use
to track medications that have been administered to patients. The form follows the same design as
those forms typically used in hospital, residential and outpatient settings. The fields in the form
are automatically populated with pertinent patient demographic information as well as prescriber
information and medication information for a selected month.
Possible application for the report:
Health care professionals responsible for tracking medications that have been administered to
patients are likely to find this form very useful and a time-saver. Users simply indicate the month
and the patient for which they would like to print the form and can then place it in the patient’s
record or in a MAR log.

NOTE: There are two versions of this report. The Medication Administration Report prints in
Portrait while the Medication Administration Record (landscape) needs to be printed in landscape
format. The MAR indicates at the bottom left that it needs to be printed in landscape.

Landscape Medication Administration Record
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Portrait Medication Administration Record
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Medication Education Leaflets

This feature allows users to view patient education leaflets without having to prescribe medications.
To use, simply type in the first few letters of the name of the medication for which you wish to
search and click on the Go button. You will be presented with a list of medications containing the
letters you typed in the space. Click on the name of the medication and you will be presented with
an education leaflet which you can view and print.
Possible Application for use:
This feature can be used when you want to present patients or others with information about
medications without actually prescribing the medications.

All leaflets:
1. Print in either English or Spanish based upon the language selection at the top of the screen
2. Are written on a 6th grade reading level
3. Are updated as part of the Multum© updates every 30 days. Every leaflet does not change every 30 days.
Changes are based on the most recent information available via the Cerner/ Multum©data in OrderConnect.
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Medication Prior‐Auth Audit Report

This report is designed for use by those facilities that have requested and use the Prior Authorization
Request feature that is built into OrderConnect. This report will show the user, for a given date range, all
of the Prior Authorization requests that have been submitted and the status of each.
Possible application for the report:
Facilities can use this report to help manage their Prior Authorization request process. They can see at a
glance which requests need to be followed up on with regards to getting approvals.
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Member Demographics Audit Report

This report is designed to allow facilities to locate client records that may be missing required data
elements within their demographics record OrderConnect. This report will show the user, for a specified
data element a list of the first 200 client records missing the specified data element. It may be necessary
to SAVE the report, work through the existing listing to correct the missing data and then run the report
again until there are no records missing the data.
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Note Audit Report

This report is designed for users who access the progress note writing feature that is built into
OrderConnect. The report will indicate for a given date range, all the notes that have been completed by a
specific user or by all users at a particular facility.
Possible applications for the report:
This report can be very useful in helping clinicians remember which progress notes they have completed
and which ones they still need to complete.
This report can be useful in helping clinical managers monitor the completion of staff progress notes.
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Order Locator Report
This report is a tool that providers can use to gain information about prescriptions that were sent via fax or eRx but
that did not, for one reason or another, get transmitted successfully. By entering the Order ID number of the failed
order, the sender can get sufficient information to identify the order and resend it.
Possible application for this report:
If a prescription that was sent via fax or eRx does not get successfully transmitted, the sender will receive an email
notification (to the email address provided during the registration process) telling him/her that the fax transmission
failed. The email will not give the patient‐identifiable information, but will provide the user with an Order ID number.
The user can then enter this number in the appropriate box on the Prescription Order Information form and obtain
details about the prescription. The user can then send the fax or eRx again directly from within the Order Locator
Report. The user can also change the pharmacy to which the current order will go if desired prior to resending the
order.

Note: All medications and laboratory orders that have been ordered using OrderConnect are assigned an Order ID.
It is not necessary for an order to have been transmitted from OrderConnect or to have failed in transmission in
order for the user to access the details of the Order ID using the Order Locator Report. The order ID for any order
can be obtained on the Print Administration tab of the application.
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Pharmacy Refill Report

This report is very similar to the Clozapine Pharmacy Report except that it contains all
medications that are due for refills at individual pharmacies for a specified time period. This form
can be printed and faxed directly to pharmacies, thus eliminating numerous phone calls to and
from the pharmacies requesting refills.
Possible application for use:
On a given day, practitioners can print this report and fax it to the pharmacies indicated on the
form. All patient refills associated with each pharmacy that are due will show up on the form.
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Prescription Expiration Report

An important part of supporting medication compliance is making sure that there are no prescription gaps
that might occur because of missed appointments, scheduling changes or other reasons. This report was
designed as a tool to proactively manage patients’ medication regimens. This report shows all medication
orders that will expire within the specified period for patients on the selected practitioner's caseload.
This report is especially useful for nurses, office staff, case managers or other practitioners responsible
for overseeing compliance with the medication regimen.
Possible application of the report:
Providers and office staff can quickly view patient medications that are due to expire in a given
timeframe and reorder those that are needed. The reorders can be faxed directly to or called into a
pharmacy. This may prevent potential gaps in patient medication regimens.

The report can be run to show meds that WILL expire or HAVE expired within a
1,5,7,10,14,21,30, 45, or >60 day window.
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Prescription Refill Report

National studies show that a high percentage of prescriptions are never refilled as intended by the
prescriber. Particularly with certain populations, such as patients with serious and persistent
mental illnesses of the type shown in the attached report, a variety of supports are often required
to assure continuous medication compliance. This report was also designed as a tool to
proactively manage patients’ medication regimens. It is particularly useful for patients who
receive multiple refills on their medications. This report shows patient prescriptions that have not
yet expired but require a refill from the dispensing pharmacy. The report shows all orders for
patients on any practitioner's caseload, regardless of who wrote the order.
Possible application of the report:
As is often the case with patients who require multiple refills of their medications, they do not
always remember to monitor when a refill is due. Providers and office staff can quickly view
patient medications that are due to be refilled in a given timeframe. They can then call the
patients or send out reminders via mail to get their refills. If in response to such reminders the
patient replies that their existing supply of medication hasn’t run out yet, this can be an important
clue that the patient is perhaps not taking the medication every day as prescribed. This process
may help reduce last minute calls from the pharmacy when a patient needs a refill.

Rx Lots
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The Rx Lots report is designed to assist sites with tracking individual medication lot numbers that have been
provided to patients using the “Units” or “Rx Lot” functions within OrderConnect in the event of a
medication recall or internal audit.
Searches can be performed for a time span of up to one year. You may go back more than one year to
search. However, the search itself cannot contain a period greater than 365 days.

Transmission Log
This report is located within the Daily Operations portion of the Report section. The report was designed to
show users, for a given day, the status of all faxed and eRx orders that were sent to pharmacies and laboratories.
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The report will indicate if a transmission was successfully completed via fax or eRx or if it failed. The report
displays data in real time. A status in red indicates that the order has not yet completed to the pharmacy. This
may be because the order has failed to transmit or because it’s still in transmission pending status. The text of
the status display will detail the reason that the order has not yet completed.
Note: The “Faxed By” column will indicate the person’s email name as indicated in the first email address
location within their Provider Registration form that was completed during OrderConnect registration.
When checked regularly, this report can provide up‐to‐the‐minute information regarding the status of all faxed
or electronically transmitted medication, laboratory and radiology orders being sent from within OrderConnect.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
Diagnosis Report
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This is a multi-faceted report that allows clinical directors, prescribers and other interested parties to
view the range of diagnoses that have been assigned to clients at their facility for a specified time period.
Users can select from either a 'super group' that lists major diagnostic categories and/or a 'sub-group'
that lists specific diagnoses. The report will allow a user to drill down and view a list of patient names
that have been assigned a particular diagnosis.

A report detailing all patients within an office or agency who have an active primary diagnosis of Bipolar
I disorder for the month of February 2014 would look like the following.
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Dose Range Report
This is a multi-faceted report which allows clinical directors, prescribers and other interested parties to drill down from
the highest level aggregate prescribing data for the facility to the most specific practitioner's comments on a particular
patient’s order (see attached Drill-Down Level sheets). Users can select a medication category of interest and review
the number of orders active within the target month and get aggregate information as to how they were prescribed.
Selecting a specific drug will allow the user to view each order written for that drug. The report can be sorted by any
column heading. Clicking on a specific order will allow the user to drill down one level deeper and actually review the
context in which the order was written and any annotation that the prescriber included.

Possible applications for this report:
In the attached sample report, note that the average daily dose for amitriptyline at this location is 37.1 mgs/day, which
is below the usual adult dose range of 150-300 mgs/day.1 As a screening tool, this information might serve as a starting
point to determine whether these represent start up or discontinuation titration cases, and/or whether the low dose is
attributable to patient age or other clinical factors. The accompanying order detail drill downs can be helpful in
pinpointing the specific prescriptions that have gone into the summary report. Clinical directors and/or quality
assurance specialists will find the report a very useful tool in their facility’s QA process for medications.
Providers and prescribers can quickly review the prescribing patterns at their facility by each prescriber.
This report can be used as a tool to evaluating dosing outliers including both sub-therapeutic dose range cases, and
cases that exceed recommended dosing levels. This can also help support more advanced internal analyses, such as
evaluation of possible correlations between medications, dosing levels and various outcome measures. (Please note
that dosing information is only available for medication forms selected as individual units, i.e. capsules, tablets, etc.).
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First Level Drill Down:
List of All Patients Currently Prescribed the Specified Medication

By clicking on the name of a particular medication on the Dose Range Report, a user can see all of the
patients who are currently prescribed that medication. (Example available on next page)
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Second Level Drill Down:
Individual Patient’s Medication History

By clicking on the name of a particular patient, a user can view that patient’s individual medication
history, which includes the specified medication.
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Third Level Drill Down:
Patient Medication Details

By clicking on the name of an individual medication from within the patient’s medication history, a
user can see information specific to an individual prescription.
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Meaningful Use e‐Prescribing Audit Report

This report provides a summary of prescriptions that were generated in the application based on user-defined
search criteria.
The report can be read as follows.
1) Total Rx= Total number of prescriptions written (new, reorder, change) during date range selected for the
prescriber selected, excluding controlled substances (schedules II‐V). This total includes verbal orders entered by
agents on behalf of the prescriber.
2) eRx= Total number of prescriptions written (new, reorder, change), excluding controlled substances (schedules
II‐V), that met all of the criteria to allow the eRx option to be available for selection. This total includes verbal
orders entered by agents on behalf of the prescriber.
3) eRx%= Represents the percentage of electronic prescriptions delivered relative to the total number of
prescriptions generated. A duplicate print, fax or eRx of an original prescription is not included within these
calculations.
4) % of Total= Percentage of the total number of prescriptions written (for new, reorder, change), excluding
controlled substances (schedules II‐V) for which a pharmacy was indicated on the Order Confirmation screen
This total will include all orders that had an output of Print, Fax, eRx, or none. This total includes any verbal
orders entered by agents on behalf of the prescriber.
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The eRx count represents the number of prescriptions that were sent electronically by the prescriber. Click on
the View eRx Prescription Detail in order to ‘drill down’ and view this information in more detail.

The Any Means count represents the total number of prescriptions that were generated, regardless of means of
delivery. Click on the View Any Means Prescription Detail link to view this information in more detail.
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Meaningful Use Laboratory/Radiology Test and Results Audit Reports
This report provides the number of lab orders and radiology orders that have been input into OrderConnect and

the number of lab results and radiology results that were either received electronically or input manually into
OrderConnect.
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A user may click on View Order Detail to view the total number of laboratory orders that were ordered/input
into OrderConnect.

A user may click on View Result Detail to view the total number of lab test results that were received
electronically into OrderConnect and/or manually entered into OrderConnect.
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Medication Sample/Stock Report

This report is a tracking report which tallies the amount of medications that were submitted to pharmacies
and/or that were taken from the facility’s sample or stock supply of medications. In addition, the report, for
trending purposes, attaches a dollar amount to each of the categories. It is important to note that the numbers
on this report are based on Average Wholesale Prices (AWPs) for medications used and may vary materially
from a facility’s actual cost of the medications prescribed.

Possible application for the report:


Facilities can use this report to assist in tracking the amount of medications coming from
their sample and stock supplies. While the report does not include a mechanism to enter
beginning amounts (as in an inventory system) of sample and stock medications, it can be
effectively used to monitor and track output.

Note: Medications entered through the UNITS button on the Custom Orders screen in OrderConnect are recorded and tracked in the
Sample / Stock report. This report does NOT track samples and stock entered using OrderConnect Inventory Management (Optional
application function).
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Medication Volume Report
The Medication Volume Report is intended to give facilities and medical offices a relative overview of their medication
usage by psychotropic medication category.
In order to standardize the format to review medication usage a measure called Active Order Days is used. Active Order
Days are the number of days that a given patient had an active order for the medication. For example, if a patient were
prescribed a medication with a 30-day duration on the 15th of the month, the medication would show up as 15 Active
Order Days for the current month and 15 Active Order Days for the following month.
Active Order Days can be used to track relative changes within and between principal psychiatric medication categories
on a month-to-month basis. Its figures should be correlated with the types of patient populations served.
As several of the newer antipsychotics and antidepressants obtain FDA approval for new indications (e.g. mania for some
of the antipsychotics, and anxiety disorders for some of the antidepressants) this may correlate with volume changes
locally as these medications are used to treat a broader range of psychiatric disorders. Depending upon local funding and
reimbursement circumstances (e.g. “at risk” contracts covering prescription medications), this may be a useful companion
report to the next report in this series.
Possible application for the report:
By reviewing the Medication Volume Report, providers and prescribers can get an early warning on increased use of
medication types. In addition, they can see fluctuations over time with regards to medication use by category. [Note:
Increases in Active Order Days will also occur when there is an influx of new patients.]
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Polypharmacy Report

This report allows facilities to view patient cases where the practitioner has concurrently prescribed
multiple medications, both within the same class and from different classes. To view the report, simply
enter your parameters at the top of the report and click on the Go button. You will be presented with
data showing the number of cases where the particular drug you chose is being used as a monotherapy,
as well as the number of cases where the drug is being combined with other drugs. For example, if you
chose the medication category of antidepressants and the medication name, Prozac, you will be
presented with a series of cases of patients taking Prozac at your organization. You may see that some
patients take only Prozac and you may also see that there are patients taking Prozac with a number of
other medications. For example, if there is a 3 in the column labeled “Antipsychotic,” this would mean
that a patient who is taking Prozac is also being prescribed 3 antipsychotic medications, as well. To see
what patient it is, simply click on the number indicating the number of cases being represented and you
will be able to view patient details.
Possible Application for use:
This report is useful for facilities that want to track patterns that can result in expensive and often
ineffective prescribing practices.

*Please Note: This report must be printed in landscape format
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Relative Medication Cost Report
This report is a companion to the Medication Volume Report described above. Actual monthly prescription costs are
difficult to determine because of varying benefit structures, prescription fill and refill rates, generic substitutions, and
differences in drug acquisition and retail prices from location to location, among other factors. This report should be
treated as a “relative cost” report insofar as the cost multiplier used in the calculations is a mid-point value of a range of
medication-specific AWP (“Average Wholesale Price”) figures.
It is important to note that the numbers on this report are based on Average Wholesale Prices (AWPs) for medications
used and may vary materially from a facility’s actual cost of the medications prescribed. The figures presented are
calculated by averaging all of the AWPs for a given medication (there are usually several and can vary greatly) and
arriving at a Cost per Unit. The Cost per Unit is then multiplied by the total number of units of a given medication, thus
arriving at the dollar figure shown in the report for that medication class.
This means that the most useful way to use the report is to track relative costs over time, and relative costs amongst
medication categories. This report will also allow comparisons between treatment settings. For example, using both the
Volume and Cost reports (in this document) it is possible to show that while antipsychotic medication prescriptions
account for 27% of the prescription volume at this clinic, they account for 56% of the relative costs. Information such as
this can have a variety of clinical, administrative, program and policy implications for organized systems of care. It may
also be possible to use such information as part of cost-benefit analyses. For example, as the prescription costs rise, do
days of psychiatric hospitalization and use of other high cost services go down?
Possible applications for the report:
By reviewing the Medication Cost Report, providers and prescribers can get an early warning on increased spending
trends of medication types. In addition, they can see fluctuations over time with regards to medication cost by category.
Providers and prescribers will find the report useful in reviewing the relative costs over time to help analyze overall cost
saving programs that may be put in place.
Facilities and providers can use the report to evaluate changing patterns in the relative cost of pharmaceutical versus nonpharmaceutical treatment services.
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Switching Scorecard

This report allows facilities to see how many cases they have where prescribers have switched a patient’s medications
within a given class of medications. Users can see when switches were made from generic to brand name drugs or viceversa, as well as from different drugs within the same class of medications. For the purposes of this report, a switch occurs
when either or both of the following criteria are met: A medication of the same category was discontinued or expired with
the 14 days preceding OR following the start date of a New Start in the same medication category.
To view the report, simply enter your parameters at the top of the report and click on the Go button. If you choose a
particular medication, you will be presented with data showing you how many times a patient was switched to and from
the medication from another specific medication. For example, if you choose Clozaril, you will be presented with a
column heading titled “Count From” and “Count To.” The “Count From” column indicates the number of cases where a
patient was switched from another drug (indicated on the left side of the table) to the drug you picked. The “Count To”
column indicates the number of cases where a patient was switched from the drug you picked to another drug (indicated
on the left side of the table). By clicking on the name of a drug, you will be presented with even more detail, including
the patient on whom the switch was made.
Possible Application for use:
This report is useful for facilities that want to identify and track patterns that can result in expensive and often ineffective
prescribing practices.

A switch occurs when either or both of the following criteria are met.
a) A medication of the same Rx Category was discontinued or expired within the 14 days preceding
OR
b) Following the start date of a New medication started within the same medication category
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To drill down the report and view the specific orders that have been switched, click on the name of the
medication.
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SECURITY
Duplicate Order Output Report
(Return to table of contents)

This report is located in the Security section of the Reports and is designed to help prescribers spot unauthorized
output of their orders. This report will display a printable list of all orders output more than a user‐defined number
of times within a user‐defined date range. The report will show the Order ID number, Patient Name, SIG(s), Order
Date, Output Date, Output type (print, fax, eRx) and Output User. The report will also include the total of all

outputs for the order.
It is recommended that each facility set up a schedule for printing and reviewing of the duplicate print audit by
each designated prescriber. If any questionable duplicate printing is spotted, the report provides necessary
information including the name of the person who output the duplicate prescription information and the date and
time output.
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Order Audit by Prescriber
This report is located in the Security section and will show details for each order attributed to a given prescriber by
the system for a given day. The detail includes the name of the agent who entered the order if different from the
prescriber (i.e., if the prescriber entered the order him/herself the Prescriber Agent field will be blank), the Order
ID number, Patient Name, SIG, Destination Pharmacy , and Fax Number (if faxed). If the order was output via Print
or eRx, a “Y” in that column will indicate the appropriate method of output. The prescriber will be able to view
this report and verify that he/she did, indeed, authorize the orders. The report can also be printed and signed
since it page breaks by the prescriber headers.
This report is a valuable tool for identifying verbal orders in order to ‘Acknowledge’ them within the application.

Note: This report shows last method of output for the Order ID. To determine if an order was output multiple times,
please refer to the Duplicate Prescription Output report.
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Order Audit Report
This report is identical to the Order Audit by Prescriber report, with two exceptions.
1.) It can only be accessed by the registered prescriber that’s logged into the application.
2.) The report will automatically display all orders that have been written by the prescriber or by a
prescriber’s agent at the agency location since the last time the report was viewed.
Note: It is important that the report be printed upon viewing it, as it the report information cannot be
archived and viewed at a later date.

Users may select All or an individual clinic location and may elect to view ALL order types or specify
Labs or Medications when viewing the report.
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Prescriber Agent Authorization Report

This report is actually a form that a facility can use (or must use depending on state-specific Pharmacy Board
regulations) to keep record of prescriber agents who are authorized to record medication events on behalf of a
prescriber.
Possible application for this report:
It is the responsibility of each facility to ensure that there is written authorization by each authorized Prescriber
for an Agent to enter prescriptions on behalf of the Prescriber. Authorization must be obtained prior to
activating an Agent in the application for the facility. The facility is responsible for ensuring that a written
record of each authorization is on file at the facility at all times for each Agent with active Prescriber Agent
Level access to the application. If a Prescriber at any time withdraws authorization for any designated Agent,
the facility must immediately de-activate the Agent's user account within the application.
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Administration Reports
(Viewable from the Admin Desktop/ Reports icon in the OrderConnect application)

Users who have been granted administrative rights within the application also have the ability to view the Administrative reports
section from the Prescriber’s Desktop of the OrderConnect application (https://orderconnect.ntst.com). The Administration reports
sections is located at the bottom of the listing of Standard Reports (accessed by clicking on the Reports icon‐ the pull‐down screen
with the pie chart)‐ See figure 8
This list includes the following reports.
o
o
o
o
o
o

Alerts Audit Report
Allergy Audit Report
Facility Usage Report
InfoChannel Dx Import
Non‐Caseload Audit Report
Password Strength Report

Figure 8‐ Prescriber’s Desktop / Reports section
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Alerts Audit Report

This report provides facilities with an audit report to see who is and is not acknowledging alerts and/or providing override
reasons if a facility has turned on these features in their Admin Tool. The report has several filters that can be applied. This
report is found under the Administration section of the reports and can only be viewed by persons with Admin privileges.
Organizations should limit access to this report due to the sensitive nature of the data it may contain. This report will
contain no data if a system administrator has not activated the alerts tracking/over‐ride feature within the facility
administrative tools.
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Allergy Audit Report
This new report provides facilities with the ability to identify which client records in OrderConnect do not have an allergy
(or NKA) listed. The report will provide an automatic calculation of the percentage of records that have at least one allergy
or the indicator of No Known Allergies (NKA) listed within their OrderConnect record. A list of patients with no allergies or
the NKA designation indicated within the record. The report has the filters of Provider, Patient Type, Clinic and Type of
Allergy that can be applied. This report is found under the Administration section of the reports and can only be viewed by
persons with Admin privileges.
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Facility Usage Report
This report provides a list of all users at a facility with the number of orders that have been entered within the date range indicated.
The filter of individual clinic can also be applied. The Rx Count calculated includes each medication order written during this time
period rather than the number of patient encounters. For example, If Jane Brandon saw 3 patients in one day and wrote 1
medication for the first 2 patient then wrote 3 medications for the final patient her total Rx Count would be 5 because she wrote a
total of 5 medication orders.
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InfoChannel Dx Import
The InfoChannel Dx Import report is extremely useful for facilities that are transferring their Diagnosis to OrderConnect using the
InfoChannel. This report refreshes nightly and displays all diagnoses that are rejected during processing of the DXXML files. The file
contains the Rejection Date, the Member External ID (Patient ID), Member First name, Member Middle Initial, Diagnosis Code
Rejected, Rejection Reason and the name of the file which contained the Dx code. This report is not turned on at any facility by
default and must be requested from OrderConnect support if it’s desired at a facility.
NOTE: Setting the end date of the ‘rejections’ to the date AFTER you would like to see will return a better result. For
example, if you would like to view all Dx errors between March 1, 2102 and July 2, 2012, the dates would be set as
shown in the image below (03/01/2012 & 07/03/2012)
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Non‐Caseload Audit Report
The non‐Caseload audit report provides details regarding the Provider, Patient, Reason, and Access date for any provider that
accessed a patient record that was not assigned as part of their assigned caseload for which a reason was required. This is the audit
report for the Caseloads and Patients permissions that are set when using these options from the Providers tab in the admin tool
(described on page 5 of this document) or the Prescribers Desktop in the OrderConnect application (described on page 71 of this
document).

Password Strength Report
The Password Strength Analysis Report provides a list of users at a facility that have a password that is not considered to
be a strong password (containing at least 8 characters, at least one number and at least one symbol).
This report is not turned on at any facility by default and must be requested from OrderConnect support if it’s desired at a
facility.
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User / Agency Summary
NOTE: This report will only be seen by facilities that have requested to use OrderConnect’s Provider/Agency
Access restrictions.
The report lists all users and the individual Agency/ Clinic location with which they are associated.
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